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Abstract 
The high frequency ferroresonant occurs when a nonlinear inductor is fed from a series capacitor in the neutral 
insulated system and the neutral solidly grounded system. To address this issue, this paper deduces the mathematical 
expression of the high frequency ferroresonant and uses mathematical analysis method to solve the nonlinear 
differential equations based on the system equivalent diagram. The relevant influential factors of the high frequency 
ferroresonant overvoltage amplitude are derived and the influence of all relevant factors on high frequency 
ferroresonant overvoltage are analyzed in detail. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
Ferroresonance is a resonance which occurs in series resonance circuit with nonlinear inductance such 
as core inductive components[1].The resonance frequency is not only one,power system can produce the 
high frequency ferroresonant,fundamental ferroresonant and sub-harmonic ferroresonance[2]. Among 
which,the fundamental ferroresonant had been well researched[3-6] due to its frequent 
occurrence.However,the amplitude of the ferroresonance overvoltage is proportional to the frequency of 
resonance.The higher the frequency of resonance is,the greater the amplitude of the overvoltage 
become.Due to this reason,the sustaining long time of high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage will 
destroy the insulate of the potential transformer,and lead to the lightning arrester exploded[7],besides 
disturb communication facilities and so on.Therefore,it is necessary to research the high frequency 
ferroresonant overvoltage.  
In this paper, the theoretical analysis method is utilized to analyses the high frequency ferroresonant 
overvoltage, deduce the mathematical expression of the high frequency   ferroresonant overvoltage and 
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derive the relevant influential factors of the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage; based on analysis, 
the high frequency  ferroresonant overvoltage and its relevant factors are analyzed to provide theoretic 
basis for further research.  
2. The Mechanism of High Frequency Ferroresonant 
The high frequency ferroresonant always happen at high voltage no-load lines and light load line in the 
neutral solidly grounded system ,as well as happen at short outgoing line or low magnetic inductance of 
potential transformer in the neutral insulated system. Taking a 35kV  
     
isolated neutral system for example.The bus has the potential transformer for supervising the ground 
insulation. 
If the single-phase ground fault occurred in the system and disapeared instantly, besides,the related 
parameters in matching,the high frequency ferroreaonant could occur. the system arrangement shown in 
Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Single-phase ground in 35 kV system diagram 
In Figure 1, as the line 1 occur single-phase ground and disppear instantly,the system transient state 
will make the potential transformer to be saturation. the value of the inductance will reduce follow on, the 
circuit natural frequency )2/(1 LCf S will rise, will up to the integral multiples of the rated frequency 
and so on,if the damping parameter of the system circuit is inproper at the same time, as the power supply 
energy continuously ,it will occur the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage,and the overvoltage 
condition will sustain for a long time.The high frequency ferroresonant phenomenon will display that the 
higher overvoltage, the sign of the three-phase voltmeter will up at the same time. especially the amplitude 
of high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage can up to 4-5 times than the rated voltage[2], meanwhile, the 
overvoltage will make the protective relaying equipment to malfunction or to dispatch fault signs,and it 
harms the power system’s secure operation. 
3. The Theoretical Analysis of the High  Ferquency Ferroresonant Overvoltage 
The establishment of the system equivalent differential equation 
The system equivalent circuit of the high frequency ferroresonant is shown in Figure2  
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of the high frequency ferroresonant system 
e(t)- System equivalent electric potential, L- nonlinear inductance, R- System equivalent resistance,C-
System equivalent capacitance. 
There is a differential equation from Figure2 (1): 
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This article use the perunit value for calculatingˈtaking the baseline values as follows˖
LB Eu   (EL  is the rated voltage of the inductance in the system); LB Ii   (IL  is the rated 
current of the inductance in the system); wtB 1 . Other reference valueV can be converted,
wELB  \ , )( LL wEIC  ,
LLb IER  , the perunit values of all are marked by adding "*" to indicate in the upper right corner. 
   To simplify the equation (2), then obtain the equation (3): 
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The solution to high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage 
Here assumes that the system occurs the N times high frequency ferroresonant ,hence the frequency of 
the resonance can be Nwt W .
To simplify the equation (3), then obtain the equation (4): 
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The parameter *tan *1 RC T  in equation (4). 
The saturation point of the nonlinear inductance is assumed as 1*  i ˈ 1*  M  so i-  curve equation 
can be expressed as equation (5): 
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Where S is a constant, substitute the critical point of saturation into equation (5), then obtain 
SL  1*0                                   (6) 
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*
0L  is the inductance value which corresponds to the saturation point. 
To substitute (5) into equation (4). 
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For convenience of calculation, the following parameters are defined as 
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Since this paper only studies on high frequency ferroresonant, it can be assumed that the system only 
contains the fundamental frequency and the high frequency ferroresonant items, due to the amplitudes of 
the other harmonics are so small that can be ignored. Thus, the steady-state solution of the equation (8) can 
be expressed as equation (9). 
)cos(cos* GWW\  hj AN
A                            (9) 
Where jA is the amplitude of the fundamental frequency; hA is the amplitude of the high frequency 
ferroresonant item; į is the phase angle. 
The three times high frequency ferroresonant is easily occur in in the neutral insulated system due to 
the potential transformer. Hence it assumes the power system occur the three times high frequency 
ferroresonant to research. 
then the equation (9) can be transformed into 
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To substitute (10) into equation (8). 
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Then it can be obtained approximately 
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   Because the ferroresonant not only produce the overvoltage but also sustaining for long time,even up to 
steady-state.Hence the high frequency ferroresonant will reach to the steady-state in the end, it is 
equivalent to 
0,0,0    
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Analyzing the result of the three equations above, the conclusions can be derived as follows: 
(1) 01  hA , means that the high frequency ferroresonant will not happen when the amplitude of high 
frequency ferroresonant overvoltage are zero. 
(2)  It can be concluded that according to the analysis of the small deviation method  
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which is unstable, as a result, it can not be used to analyze the high frequency ferroresonant 
overvoltage. 
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 which is a stable point, and it can describe the relations between the voltage amplitudes of the high 
frequency ferroresonant overvoltage and the system parameters clearly. 
4. Analysis on Influential factors of the high frequency resonance overvoltage. 
Influence on the excitation characteristic of the nonlinear inductance 
 In the equation (17), the S and *0L  are related to the excitation characteristic of the nonlinear 
inductance. the more S and *0L  is , the magnetizing characteristics of the nonlinear inductance will be 
more close to nonlinear. By equation (17) it can be seen ,the chang of denominator is small, but has a 
relatively great impact on the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage . Thus, under the condition of other 
dimensions settle ,when S is increased, the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage amplitude will 
increase correspondingly. it also to say that the S in inverse proportion to the high frequency ferroresonant 
overvoltage amplitude.  The variation curve can be get by the MATLAB as the figure 3. 
Figure 3. the relation of the excitation characteristic of the nonlinear inductance and the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage 
amplitude 
Influence of the system equivalent capacitance 
From the equation (17), it can be known the parameter )(1 *0*2 LCN E ,when the S is invariableness,with 
the system equivalent capacitane C* improve,the parameter£will decrease.Therefore,when the  others 
system parameters is invariableness, the system equivalent capacitane C* imcrease, the high frequency 
ferroresonant overvoltage Ah will increase correspondingly.Then using the program MATLAB to discrib 
the curve shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. the relation of the system equivalent capacitane and the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage amplitude 
Influence of the amplitude of fundamental frequency  voltage 
In the equation (17),  the amplitude of fundanental frequency voltage is the  numerato of the equation. 
thus, under the condition of other dimensions settle, when Aj is increased, the high frequency ferroresonant 
overvoltage amplitude will increase correspondingly. By equation (17) it can be seen that the amplitude of 
high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage is greater than the fundamental frequency voltage. The variation 
curve can be get by the MATLAB as the figure 4. 
Figure 5. the relation of  the fundanmental frequency voltage amplitude and the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage 
amplitude 
5. Conclusion  
In this paper the mathematical expression of the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage based on the 
theoretical analysis method is presented, the relevant influential factors of the high frequency ferroresonant 
overvoltage is then derived. Based on this, the relation between the high frequency ferroresonant 
overvoltage and its influence factors is analyzed. The theoretical analysis results are as follows: the more 
closer to linear the magnetizing characteristics of the nonlinear inductance gets, the higher the amplitude of 
its overvoltage will be when the high frequency ferroresonant occurs; the system equivalent capacitane 
imcrease, the high frequency ferroresonant overvoltage will increase correspondingly the amplitude of the 
fundamental frequency voltage increases, and the amplitude of the high frequency ferroresonant 
overvoltage increases accordingly; 
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